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Estimated total City Revenue
generated from project that is
available to repay debt service is
$1,664,000

Two acres proposed within the
interior of the development:

Estimated annual debt service to
finance City portion of project is
$1,381,000

Pocket Areas Along
the Town Homes

The Comprehensive Plan strongly
states the following guiding
principles for the project:

Housing Diversity
Quality Office Space
Emphasis not on Retail
Pedestrian Connectivity
*Office/Commercial Space of 138,043 sf is anticipated to include approximately
12,000 sf of first floor business service/restaurant/personal services uses.

Density
Comparisons

Preservation of Hudson's
Character

Office
Occupancy
Current Office Occupancy Rates
There is a demand for Class-A office space in Hudson.
Occupancy rates for current Class-A space is high,
leaving little of this type of space available in Hudson.

Estimated remaining tax revenue
to City's General Fund is
$283,000
Estimated City Revenue is derived
from property taxes, payments
from developer for land, and
income tax.
Property taxes generated by the
project are based on the value of
the project:
- As the project is reduced in
size, the amount of property
taxes generated is reduced
- As the amount of office space is
reduced, the amount of income
taxes generated is reduced
- If the project is reduced too
much, the City will be in a
negative cash flow position

Greenspace

Widened Boulevard

Walking Park at NW
Corner of Site
In addition to the above, the City is
advancing the downtown segment
of the Veterans Trail - a continuous
multiple purpose path to link the
community and connect Hudson to
the larger Summit County and
Cuyahoga Valley National Park
trail networks.
The downtown segment will be
further transformed with a linear
greenway featuring enviroscapes
and gathering areas with the
generous funding of a local
benefactor.

